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From getting an officer suspended for taking bribe to making her people aware of the forest and land rights, Anna is bringing a positive change in her little community in Odisha. She is an inspiration for thousands of tribal women, who are now rightful owners of their land thanks to Anna's efforts. Read about her inspiring journey here.

Anna Kujur, 47, is a popular figure among the tribals of Sundergarh district in Odisha. She not only encourages them to stand up for their rights and entitlements but also gives them reasons to hope for a better tomorrow. Clad in a plain sari and ordinary rubber slippers with a cloth bag slung over her shoulder, this simple tribal woman from Sunajor village has spent nearly a decade spreading awareness among the forest-dwelling communities in the region about their legitimate claims on forest resources.

It's routine for Anna-di, as she is known in these parts, to traverse around 25 kilometres on her cycle everyday talking to people about land rights and facilitating them in securing their own 'patta' for cultivation.
Anna Kujur, 47, from Sunajor village has spent nearly a decade spreading awareness among the forest-dwelling communities in the region about their legitimate claims on forest resources.

(Credit: Sarada Lahangir/WFS)

In Sundergarh, the scheduled tribes make up 50 per cent of the total population of the district. For sustenance and survival, these poor, largely illiterate folks either turn to the forest or resort to some minor agricultural activity. Since the verdant greens have always provided them with forest produce, water, grazing grounds and habitat for shifting cultivation for generations, they have not only been staying in and around forest lands but have also guarded and conserved them with a lot of love and care.

However, this integral and close-knit relationship between the tribals and the forests has rarely been recognised by the authorities. In fact, under the laws that govern forests in India – the Indian Forest Act, 1927 and the Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972 – the rights of people living in or depending on the area declared as a forest are to be “settled” by a forest settlement officer, which makes them vulnerable to exploitation as well as eviction. Although the Forest Rights Act (FRA) of 2006 does restore the rights of the forest dwelling communities – and provisions for making conservation more effective and transparent – the reality on the ground has not changed much.

Anna is no stranger to tough times. As a child, she witnessed her landless parents work day-and-night to make ends meet. When she got married, her problems only seemed to multiply. Nursing a burning desire to change her own fate and that of others like her, she had always wanted to make a difference. She elaborates,
Even as a child I had wanted to serve my people and fight the injustice I saw around me. In 2000, I set up the Athkosia Adivasi Sangathan and have been agitating for their rights under this banner. In 2003, I connected with the Campaign for Survival and Dignity (CSD), a national platform of tribal and forest dwellers’ organisations, and participated in a three-day training workshop on the rights of the forest dwellers. This gave my own activism a sharper focus. Then when the Forest Rights Act 2006 came in place, it became slightly easy to achieve my goal. Being at the helm of organising awareness programmes among the forest dwellers of around 148 villages, I mobilised them to join forces and demand their land rights.

It was indeed a challenging task to pursue files in various offices for the land ‘patta’ but with the help of CSD activists, she was able to move forward. “Today, it gives me immense pleasure when I see the people who got their land ‘patta’ and are cultivating their land,” she adds.

So far, Anna has helped about 2,000 tribal people obtain their rightful ‘patta’ in Sundergarh, Odisha. (Credit: Sarada Lahangir/WFS)
Anna-di, we applied for the ‘patta’ and got it in 2008. After obtaining the right over our land our life took a turn for the better. Nowadays, we grow vegetables and seasonal crop.”

Malti Balka, 40, from Buda Jharana, too, openly acknowledges Anna’s contribution in making her life better. She says,

Till we got our land ‘patta’ in 2008, we used to toil away as daily wage labourers. Since work was not always available here, it was extremely difficult for us to feed our children. We used to go into the nearby forest to collect minor forest produce but time and again we were threatened by the forest officials. It’s a shame that even though our families have been residing here since generations, we are still branded as encroachers. Under Anna’s leadership, we learnt to raise our voice for our rights over the land. After years of struggle, we have succeeded. Everything has been possible only because of Anna-di, who has braved all odds for our sake.

Of course, while Anna was stepping out of her home, leaving her four children behind, for the betterment of others, she did not receive much support from her family, particularly her husband. Nicholas felt she was neglecting her household duties to do “social service”, which, incidentally, was not bringing any money home. Often, to dissuade her, he would beat her up.

Yet, Anna never gave up; instead, she found a way to get through to him. One day, she convinced him to attend a public meeting she had organised. When the duo arrived, not only was Anna showered with high praise, but, much to his surprise, people walked up to him and thanked him for letting Anna do this good work for everyone. In that instant, Nicholas realised his mistake and made up his mind to not just stand by her but also actively campaign for his people.
“I was giving her a lot of pain. I have understood that her work and her struggles are not limited to the family; it is for the larger community. I also know that what she does requires a lot of patience and guts that most women do not possess. She is the strength of my family,” says Nicholas with a great sense of pride.

Over the years, Anna has shown tremendous strength and fortitude in reaching out to those in trouble. She figured out early on that corruption by the forest officials was going to be one of the major obstacles in her way. In order to get bribe, the petty officials did not hesitate to perpetrate atrocities upon the forest dwellers.

Today, thousands of tribal forest-dwellers in Sundergarh believe that the implementation of the Forest Rights Act 2006 has become a great success due to the selfless and dedicated work by Anna. (Credit: Sarada Lahangir/WFS)

Anna wanted to put a stop to all this. She got her chance in 2011, when she exposed the corruption and forced a Ranger to be suspended for taking bribe. Banmali Bek, a tribal from Bhalubahal village of Tangarpalli block, had been asked by the Ranger of Sanpatra Palli Forest Range to pay Rs 2,000 to get an approval on the joint verification report for his land ‘patta’. It was a demand that Banmali couldn’t have fulfilled in any way. So he met with Anna to find a solution. She immediately asked him to inform the Vigilance officials. Bek followed her advice, as a result of which the Ranger was caught red-handed.

Today, thousands of tribal forest dwellers in Sundergarh believe that the implementation of the Forest Rights Act 2006 has become a great success only due to the selfless and dedicated work of Anna. They now produce different kinds of seasonal crops and live without fear.
“There is no doubt that the Forest Rights Act 2006 gives us back our customary and democratic rights over the forests. But equally true is the fact that we would not have been able to speak up had Anna-di not guided us, pushed our cases and stood by us. We wish there were more people like Anna Kujur in every village,” sign off Lundu and Sadhu Tikka of Sunajor village.

Like this story? Or have something to share? Write to us: contact@thebetterindia.com, or connect with us on Facebook (@thebetterindia) and Twitter (@thebetterindia).

Written by Sarada Lahangir for Women's Feature Service (http://www.wfsnews.org/) (WFS) and republished here in arrangement with WFS.
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He is one of the youngest directors of a multinational company, an author, founder of a platform for differently abled called India Inclusion Summit and a change maker. Know all about VR Ferose and what made him the man he is today in an exclusive interview with TBI.
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The Nirbhaya case and the documentary "India's Daughter" disturbed this 10th grade boy so much that he had to stop studying for his board exams and pen down his thoughts, raising some thought provoking questions.

Read what Onkar Date, a 16 year old boy at the Vidya Valley School in Pune, has to say.
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When his mother fell ill, Abhishek Bhagat realized how tedious it was to wait for food to get cooked. So he invented a machine that cooks food automatically. A curious student, his first innovation was a time bomb at an age of 12! Meet this amazing young innovator.
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